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Abstract
In a variety of recent papers, it is shown that individuals do not take taxes correctly into account, which results in distorted or unexpected investment behavior. We shed further light on the discussion of such behavioral tax perception biases by analyzing intrinsic and extrinsic effects on decision behavior. We study two dimensions: (1) the influence of emotions and cognition (individual dimension, intrinsic effects) and (2) the influence of available tax information by varying tax complexity and salience (tax system dimension, extrinsic effects). In our laboratory experiment, we construct the payoff structure such that the subjects are confronted with exactly the same choices in net terms in a situation with or without a capital gains tax. This design allows us to identify pure tax perception biases. We show that both dimensions are able to explain tax perception biases. In particular, we find evidence that perceived risk (cognition) is lower and consequently willingness to take risk is higher with a capital gains tax (with full loss offset provision) than without taxation. Furthermore, this positive effect on risky investment is higher in a situation with a rather low level of tax information in which tax complexity is high and tax salience is low. In addition, we are able to provide evidence that the use of decision heuristics can explain the observed tax bias differences between our information treatments. In particular, we find a negative relationship between the information level and the use of heuristics.
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1 Introduction

In this study, we examine the investment behavior and the willingness to take risk under taxes. In a variety of recent papers, it is shown that individuals do not take taxes into account correctly, which results in distorted or unexpected decision behavior. We shed further light on the discussion of such behavioral tax biases by analyzing the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic effects on tax perception and decision behavior. In particular, we study two dimensions to contribute to the literature: (1) the influence of emotions and cognition (individual dimension) and (2) the influence of tax and after tax information provided by the tax system (tax system dimension). Whereas the first influence depends on the individual (i.e., intrinsic effect), the second influence depends on fiscal aspects characterizing the tax system itself which are exogenously given (i.e., extrinsic effect). For each dimension, we address the following research questions. First, how are cognitive (i.e., perceived risk) and emotional (i.e., valence and arousal) reactions to taxation related to the occurrence of tax perception biases? Second, how do changes in tax complexity and tax salience (by varying the tax information provided) influence these tax biases?

Our findings hold political and scientific implications. First, we show that both dimensions are able to explain tax perception biases. In particular, we find evidence that perceived risk is lower and consequently willingness to take risk is higher with a capital gains tax (with full loss offset provision) than without taxation. Furthermore, this positive effect on risky investment is stronger in a situation with a rather low level of tax information in which tax complexity is high and tax salience is low. As a consequence, politicians should be aware that governmental interventions could influence risk-taking behavior even more than standard neoclassical theory predicts. Second, future experimental work should consider that investment decisions can be heavily biased. We argue that experimental researchers should ensure that participants receive sufficient tax information to minimize potential tax perception biases. Furthermore, theoretical predictions can be improved if the identified perception biases are considered in investment models.

In several theoretical studies that analyze risky investment behavior under taxation, a rational investor is assumed (see, e.g., Domar and Musgrave, 1944, Stiglitz, 1969, Eeckhoudt et al., 1997, de Waegenaere et al., 2012). As indicated by the behavioral literature, individuals do not always behave as homo oeconomicus; thus, it is not very surprising that a variety of empirical papers show that observed investment behavior stands in contrast to theoretical

To shed further light on the occurrence of tax perception biases in an investment context, we conduct a laboratory experiment. Because archival data that only measure overall responses would not enable us to identify tax perception effects, we decided to pursue an experimental method. Furthermore, a laboratory experiment allows us to clearly identify cause and effect relationships because we are able to vary the level of information provided by the tax system while keeping other economic aspects constant. This ability grants a high level of internal validity. Because individuals’ responses are not examined in their natural environment, the level of external validity is lower with this type of research method. However, because an environment in which situations only differ with respect to the existence of a capital gains tax or the level of information provided by the tax system cannot be achieved in reality, such an environment can only be created in a laboratory. As a consequence, we believe that conducting a laboratory experiment is an appropriate method for answering our research questions.

In each independent situation of our simple experiment, subjects must decide on the investment in risky assets with the choice of retaining the non-invested capital. In other words, subjects have two investment alternatives: a risky asset with a positive or a negative capital gain and a risk-free asset with zero return. We use a 2x3 design with two within- and three between-subjects design treatments. In the former, we modify tax rules (no tax and tax treatments). In the latter, we vary the information provided to our subjects to detect net capital gains (low, medium, and high info treatments). In this manner, we aim at identifying the determinants of a correct tax perception. Because we are not able to measure tax perception biases directly, we use the revealed investment decision behavior as an indicator for these biases. In our experiment, we construct the payoff structure such that the subjects are confronted with exactly the same choices in net terms in a situation with or without a capital gains tax. If participants integrate the fiscal effects of taxation correctly into their decisions, they should therefore reveal exactly the same preference for the risky asset in both situations. However, if they do not integrate taxes correctly, the decision behavior is distorted, and
differences between both situations are revealed. This difference in risky investment quantifies the extent to which investment behavior is biased by tax perception and is hereafter referred to as the *Perception Effect*.

From the perspective of an economic standard theory, which assumes that individuals decide only on their net payoffs, we would not expect any tax perception bias. In the behavioral tax literature, however, plenty of evidence suggests the occurrence of such a bias. For example, de Bartolome (1995), Rupert and Wright (1998), Rupert et al. (2003), Boylan and Frischmann (2006), Blaufus and Ortlieb (2009), and Ackermann et al. (2013) argue that increasing tax complexity lowers the quality of individual investment decisions and, therefore, increases the likelihood that subject’s decision behavior is biased. The main reason for this relationship is that a more complex decision task makes subjects more likely to rely on heuristics or on a rule of thumb (see, e.g., Greenleaf et al., 2015). If we understand tax complexity as a process that imposes cognitive costs on individuals in the case of taxation (e.g., because of complex calculations necessary to receive net values), utility gained from a risky asset is (c.p.) lower in a situation with taxation than without. As a consequence, subjects should exhibit a *lower preference* for the risky asset in the former than in the latter situation.

Another strand of literature suggests that *tax salience* (e.g., the degree of tax visibility) has a significant influence on tax perception and therefore on the occurrence of tax biases. Rupert and Wright (1998), Sausgruber and Tyran (2005, 2011), Chetty et al. (2009), Finkelstein (2009), and Fochmann and Weimann (2013) find, for example, that taxpayers underestimate their tax burden in the case of low tax salience. This effect is strongly related to the effect of partitioned pricing (for a literature review, see Greenleaf et al., 2015). The idea behind partitioned pricing is that purchasing behavior depends on whether an all-inclusive price or a partitioned price (a base price and one or more mandatory surcharges—such as shipping and handling charges or taxes) is presented to the customer. Morwitz et al. (1998), Xia and Monroe (2004), and Hossain and Morgan (2006), for example, find evidence that individuals increase their demand for goods when partitioned pricing is used. In other words, individuals tend to overestimate a good’s value because they do not take all costs into account. Greenleaf et al. (2015) argue that one explanation for this effect is that individuals use heuristics such as anchoring (where the anchor is the base price) and “then insufficiently adjust upward in response to the additional surcharge information, resulting in an underestimated total price”
If we incorporate these findings into our study, we would expect that subjects use the gross capital gain as an anchor and insufficiently adjust to the tax information. Because the expected value of the risky asset is chosen to be positive in our experiment, a higher (perceived) expected net capital gain should be realized in a situation with taxation than in a situation without taxation (in which no misperception can occur because gross and net capital gains are identical). For our case, both the described tax salience effect and partitioned pricing effect would imply that the perceived (expected) capital gain after taxes (from the risky asset) is higher than the (expected) capital gain in a situation without taxation. As a consequence, subjects should exhibit a higher preference for the risky asset in the former than in the latter situation.

Because the influence of the extrinsic effects (tax salience and tax complexity effects) on the willingness to take risk is mixed, the tax perception bias can be positive or negative (i.e., risky investment is either increased or decreased). This fact may explain why other studies focusing on taxes with a loss offset provision observe no uniform results with respect to the sign of this bias. For example, Fochmann and Hemmerich (2014) observe a negative Perception Effect. Most studies, however, observe a positive tax perception bias, indicating that taxation spurs risky investments unexpectedly (see Fochmann et al., 2012a, 2012b, Schüßler et al., 2014).

In addition to these extrinsic effects, affective and cognitive reactions to tax regulations (intrinsic effects) can also have a significant effect on investment behavior. Schüßler et al. (2014), for example, show that investors who perceive a situation to be more positive (valence), less exciting (arousal), and less risky (cognition) exhibit a higher willingness to take risk. For our study, we therefore conjecture that decision making is also influenced by individuals’ affective (i.e., arousal and valence) and cognitive (i.e., perceived risk) perception of the investment context and measure this perception. Whereas arousal and valence do not differ between the cases with and without capital gains taxation, we observe that individuals perceive the risk to be significantly lower in the case with taxation. In line with the affect heuristic (Finucane et al., 2000) and the risk-as-feelings hypothesis (Loewenstein et al., 2001), we consequently expect that the amount invested riskily is higher in the tax than in the no tax treatment (hypothesis 1), which implies a positive Perception Effect.

In contrast to other studies, we analyze both extrinsic and intrinsic effects of a capital gains tax with full loss offset. To examine the influence of extrinsic effects on tax perception, we

---

1 Clark and Ward (2008), for example, find evidence for the anchoring and adjustment bias in online auctions.
use our three information treatments. In these treatments, we vary the information provided to our subjects to determine the risky asset’s net capital gain. This variation has two effects: tax complexity and salience effects. Whereas complexity decreases, salience increases from the low to the high information level. Because both effects influence the extent of the tax bias in the same direction, we hypothesize that the level of the tax perception bias (Perception Effect) decreases as the information level increases (hypothesis 2).

Our main results are threefold: First, we find support for our first hypothesis and observe that subjects are willing to invest a higher share of their endowment riskily in the case of a capital gains tax (i.e., positive Perception Effect). Second, the tax perception bias is decreased by a higher level of information (hypothesis 2 is supported). However, even in the treatment with the highest information level, we find that the Perception Effect does not vanish. Third, we are able to provide evidence that the use of decision heuristics can explain the observed tax bias differences between the information treatments. In particular, we find a negative relationship between the information level and the use of heuristics.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present our experimental design and our treatments. Hypotheses are derived in section 3. Section 4 outlines the sample and the experimental protocol. The results of our study are presented in section 5. Section 6 summarizes our results and discusses the scientific and political implications of our findings.

2 Experimental Design and Treatments

2.1 Decision Task

In our experiment, subjects decide on a risky investment in 20 independent situations. In each decision situation, every participant receives a fixed endowment \( e \) of 100 lab-points (where 1 lab-point corresponds precisely to 20 Euro-cent). Participants’ task is to determine which share of this endowment should be invested in risky assets. In particular, each subject is asked to determine the number of risky assets she wants to buy. The amount invested riskily is denoted by \( q \). The remaining amount \( (e - q) \) is not invested but is retained by the participant in cash. Individuals act as price takers and the constant asset price equals 1 lab-point. Therefore, each subject is able to buy up to 100 risky assets in each decision situation.

In every decision situation, all risky assets bought are sold and yield a cash flow (sales price). However, to keep the design of the experiment simple, we abstract from this sales process
during the experiment and concentrate on the (gross) capital gain of the risky asset. The (gross) capital gain of the risky asset is the difference between the cash flow of a risky asset and its purchase price. This capital gain is denoted by \( g \) and depends on the state of nature \( i \). A total of six states of nature are possible. In three states, the capital gain is positive, and in the other three the capital gain is negative (i.e., a capital loss is suffered).\(^2\) All states of nature occur with the same probability \( p = \frac{1}{6} \). Participants do not know the actual state of nature when they decide on their risky asset investment. However, the six potential (gross) capital gains and losses are displayed before the decision is made. The risky asset’s capital gain in each state of nature is chosen to satisfy the following inequalities:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{6} p \cdot g^i = \frac{1}{6} \sum_{i=1}^{6} g^i > 0, \tag{1}
\]

\[
g^1 > g^2 > g^3 > 0 > g^4 > g^5 > g^6. \tag{2}
\]

Therefore, investing in the risky asset does not dominate cash holding in any decision situation. However, the expected value of the risky asset is always positive.

2.2 Treatments

We use a 2x3 design with two within- and three between-subjects design treatments.\(^3\) In the former, we modify tax rules. In the latter, we vary the information provided to our subjects to detect net capital gains.

2.2.1 Tax Treatments and Definition of Perception Effect

In 10 out of the 20 decision situations (no tax treatment), no capital gains tax is applied. In this case, the total payoff resulting in one decision situation is calculated as follows:

\[
\pi_{\text{no tax}}^i = (e - q) + q \cdot (1 + g_{\text{no tax}}^i) = e + q \cdot g_{\text{no tax}}^i. \tag{3}
\]

In the other 10 situations (tax treatment), the capital gain is subject to a tax with a rate \( \tau \) of 50%. The tax is imposed in the case of a positive as well as a negative gross capital gain. Whereas the investor must pay a tax in the first case, she receives an immediate tax refund in the latter (immediate and full loss offset). Thus, any loss is reduced by the tax. The initial

\(^2\) Within one decision situation, the capital gain is identical for all risky assets (i.e., there is no difference between risky assets), but the capital gain can differ between the decision situations.

\(^3\) The instructions for all treatments are presented in appendix A1.
endowment is not subject to taxation because only a capital gains tax is applied. For example, if the gross capital gain of the risky asset amounts to 1.24 lab-points, the subject has to pay a tax of 0.62 lab-points (50% of 1.24), resulting in a net capital gain of 0.62 lab-points. If the gross capital gain is negative (i.e., a gross capital loss occurs) and amounts, for example, to -0.96 lab-points, the subject receives a tax refund of 0.48 lab-points (50% of 0.96), resulting in a net capital gain of -0.48 lab-points. The total payoff resulting in one decision situation with capital gains taxation is calculated as follows:

\[ \pi_{\text{with tax}}^i = (e - q) + q \cdot \left(1 + g_{\text{with tax}}^i (1 - \tau)\right) = e + q \cdot g_{\text{with tax}}^i \cdot (1 - \tau). \]  

(4)

To analyze tax perception biases in risky investment decisions, we construct the payoff structure such that the subjects are confronted with exactly the same choices in net terms in both tax treatments. In particular, we modify the gross capital gains in the tax treatment such that the net capital gains are equivalent to the corresponding capital gains in the no tax treatment (see table 1 for an example). Therefore, the following holds for each state of nature \(i\):

\[ g_{\text{no tax}}^i = g_{\text{with tax}}^i (1 - \tau). \]  

(5)

As a consequence, if a subject chooses the same number of risky assets in both cases (i.e., \(q_{\text{no tax}} = q_{\text{with tax}}\)), she will receive the same payoff (for each state of nature \(i\)):

\[ \pi_{\text{no tax}}^i = \pi_{\text{with tax}}^i. \]  

(6)

Hence, the only difference between both treatments is that a subject is faced with both gross and net capital gains in the tax treatment and is only faced with capital gains in the no tax treatment. If participants integrate the fiscal effects of taxation correctly into their decisions, they should therefore reveal exactly the same preference for the risky asset in both the tax and the no tax treatment (i.e., \(q_{\text{with tax}} = q_{\text{no tax}}\)). However, any difference in the share of risky investment between the two tax treatments reveals a tax perception bias, which is hereafter referred to as the Perception Effect (PE). The level of this bias can be calculated as follows:

\[ q_{\text{with tax}} - q_{\text{no tax}} = PE. \]  

(7)

---

4 In appendix A2, the potential gross and net capital gains for the 20 decision situations are displayed, separated by tax treatment. We use 10 different decision situations per tax treatment to achieve a sufficiently high number of observations for our statistical analyses.
### Table 1: Gross and net capital gains in both tax treatments (example)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>No tax treatment</th>
<th>Tax treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gross capital gain</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Net capital gain</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table provides an example of the risky asset’s gross and net capital gains for both tax treatments. The tax rate is 50%. The values that are equivalent in both treatments are highlighted in bold.

### 2.2.2 Information Treatments

Each participant is assigned to one of three between-subjects design treatments. The difference between the three treatments is the information provided to our subjects to determine the risky asset’s net capital gain and potential payoffs in each decision situation. All other factors such as the level of gross and net capital gains, taxation rules, or number of decision situations are not varied. In the low info treatment, subjects only receive the potential gross capital gains for each state of nature but no aids for their calculations. In the medium info treatment, participants receive the gross capital gains and have the possibility to use a computerized “what-if”-calculator for their own calculations. This calculator allows subjects to calculate the tax, net capital gain, and resulting payoff at different investment levels automatically. Furthermore, we provide subjects with a pocket calculator. In the high info treatment, participants receive the potential gross capital gains, the “what-if”-calculator, the pocket calculator, and the potential net capital gains are displayed for each state of nature.

Table 2 provides an overview on our three treatments.

### Table 2: Design of the information treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low info treatment</th>
<th>Medium info treatment</th>
<th>High info treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display of gross capital gain</td>
<td>Display of gross capital gain</td>
<td>Display of gross capital gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“what-if”-calculator; pocket calculator</td>
<td>“what-if”-calculator; pocket calculator</td>
<td>Display of net capital gain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table highlights the differences between the three between-subjects design treatments.
3 Hypotheses

3.1 Intrinsic Effect: Affective/Cognitive Perception and Tax Perception Bias

In our study, we analyze two dimensions that influence tax perception and consequently decision behavior: individual and tax system dimension. The tax system dimension refers to the influence of tax complexity and tax salience on tax perception. Because these fiscal aspects characterize the tax system itself and are therefore exogenously given for each subject, we call these effects extrinsic effects. The individual dimension refers to the idea that emotions and cognition influence tax perception. Because emotional and cognitive reactions depend on the individual itself, we call these effects intrinsic effects. In a variety of recent papers, it is shown that decision making is influenced by these effects. For example, affective reactions influence bidding behavior in auctions (Ku et al., 2005, Adam et al., 2015) and the development of asset pricing bubbles (Andrade et al., 2015). Heilmann et al. (2010) show that negative affect increases risk aversion, and Mussel et al. (2015) find that positive affect leads to a higher willingness to take risk. Schüßler et al. (2014) observe that risk taking is influenced by affective and cognitive reactions to tax regulations. In particular, they show that investors who perceive a situation to be more positive, less exciting, and less risky exhibit a higher willingness to take risk. The observed results are in line with the affect heuristic (Finucane et al., 2000) and the risk-as-feelings hypothesis (Loewenstein et al., 2001). Both postulate that decision makers use affective reactions to objects and events when making decisions. In particular, positive affect is linked to a lower risk perception, leading to more risk-taking, whereas the opposite is true for negative affect.

We conjecture that affect and cognition also influence the investment behavior of our individuals under taxes. Therefore, we measure the affective and cognitive perception of the investment context. We follow Russel’s (1980) circumplex model of affect, which states that the entire emotional continuum can be explained by valence and arousal. After the actual experiment was completed, participants were again confronted with two decision situations from the experiment: one decision situation with a capital gains tax and one without. For each decision situation, subjects were asked to rate the presented situation with respect to valence, arousal, and cognition (i.e., perceived risk) on a 9-point Likert scale. In particular, the participants were asked the following questions:

5 For the relationship between affect and risk aversion see also the studies of Isen and Patrick (1983), Johnson and Tversky (1983), Au et al. (2003), LeBoeuf and Shafir (2005), and Seo et al. (2010).
6 We used decision situations 2 (without tax) and 14 (with tax) presented in table A1 (see appendix A2).
• **Valence**: How pleasant do you perceive the situation?
  \(1 = \) extremely unpleasant, \(9 = \) extremely pleasant

• **Arousal**: How excited are you to be in the situation?
  \(1 = \) completely calm, \(9 = \) extremely excited

• **Cognition**: How secure do you perceive the situation?
  \(1 = \) extremely secure, \(9 = \) extremely unsecure

Additionally, we asked our participants to generally rate cognition, valence, and arousal for the case with and that without taxation. In contrast to the previous proceeding, we did not present a certain decision situation with specific values for the capital gains. Instead, we asked the participants generally how secure and pleasant they perceive a situation with/without a tax and how excited they are to be in a situation with/without a tax. Again, we used the 9-point Likert scales for each question.

For each subjective rating (cognition, valence, and arousal), we therefore collected four measures per participant: two measures for the case with taxation (one measure for the general rating and one measure for the rating of a specific decision situation) and two measures for the case without taxation (one measure for the general rating and one for the specific decision situation rating). Because we are interested in the differences in subjective ratings between the cases with and without taxation, we first calculated (for each subjective rating) the mean of the general rating and the specific decision situation rating for each case. Second, we calculated the differences in subjective ratings between the cases with and without taxation. Table 3 presents the subjective ratings on average and the differences between the two cases, which are denoted by the following:7

\[
\Delta \text{valence} = \text{valence}_{\text{with tax}} - \text{valence}_{\text{no tax}} \\
\Delta \text{arousal} = \text{arousal}_{\text{with tax}} - \text{arousal}_{\text{no tax}} \\
\Delta \text{cognition} = \text{cognition}_{\text{with tax}} - \text{cognition}_{\text{no tax}}
\]

(8)

We observe that the imposition of the capital gains tax influences the affective and cognitive perception of our participants. Generally, we find that subjects perceive the situation as more pleasant, more exciting, and more secure in the case with taxation. However, the difference between the two tax treatments is only significant with respect to cognition (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, two-sided, \(p = 0.002\)). This finding indicates that subjects significantly perceive that

---

7 For this analysis, we pooled the data from our three information treatments. However, we observe the same pattern if we present the data for each treatment separately.
the risk is lower in the case with taxation than in that without. An explanation for this finding might be that subjects overestimate the positive tax effect of the loss offset provision (which reduces capital losses). This explanation is in line with the observation of Schüßler et al. (2014), who find that investors perceive a choice situation with loss deduction to be more positive, less exciting, and less risky than one without.

In our experiment, we choose the payoffs such that the decision situations in the tax and no tax treatments are identical in net terms. Therefore, from the perspective of an economic standard theory, which assumes that individuals make decisions based only on their net payoffs, subjects should reveal the same preference for the risky asset in both treatments (i.e., \( q_{\text{with tax}} = q_{\text{no tax}} \) and \( PE = 0 \)). However, because we observe that individuals perceive risk to be lower in the case with taxation than in that without, we hypothesize that the individuals have a higher preference for the risky asset in the tax than in the no tax treatment (i.e., \( q_{\text{with tax}} > q_{\text{no tax}} \)). This result would imply a positive Perception Effect (i.e., \( PE > 0 \)). As a consequence, we formulate our first hypothesis as follows:

**Hypothesis 1:** The amount invested riskily is higher in the tax than in the no tax treatment (i.e., \( q_{\text{with tax}} > q_{\text{no tax}} \) and \( PE > 0 \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Affective and cognitive perception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>valence (1 = extremely unpleasant, 9 = extremely pleasant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no tax treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* In this table, the subjective ratings valence, arousal, and cognition are presented for each treatment. Each rating is measured on a 9-point Likert scale. The participants were asked how pleasant they perceive the situation (valence, 1 = extremely unpleasant, 9 = extremely pleasant), how excited they are to be in the situation (arousal, 1 = completely calm, 9 = extremely excited), and how secure they perceive the situation (cognition, 1 = extremely secure, 9 = extremely insecure). In all cases, the mean value is presented and \( \Delta \) denotes the difference between the cases with and without taxation.

3.2 Extrinsic Effect: Information Level and Tax Perception Bias

In our information treatments, we vary the information provided to our subjects to determine the risky asset’s net capital gain. This variation has two extrinsic effects: tax complexity and salience effects. In contrast to the intrinsic effects that influence tax perception from an individual perspective (individual dimension), these fiscal aspects are exogenously given by
the tax system (tax system dimension). From the low to the high information level, salience increases whereas complexity decreases. In the low info treatment, for example, subjects receive no aids to calculate net capital gains. Therefore, it is much more complicated for the individuals to gain the same information about the net capital gains in this treatment than in the medium info treatment, in which a “what-if”-calculator and a pocket calculator are provided. However, in the high info treatment, this information is even easier to obtain because the net capital gains are explicitly displayed. De Bartolome (1995), Rupert and Wright (1998), Rupert et al. (2003), Boylan and Frischmann (2006), Blaufus and Ortlieb (2009), and Ackermann et al. (2013) argue that increasing tax complexity lowers the quality of individual investment decisions and therefore increases the likelihood that subjects’ decision behavior is biased. The main reason for this relationship is that a more complex decision task makes subjects more likely to rely on heuristics or on a rule of thumb (see, for example, Greenleaf et al., 2015). From this perspective, we therefore expect that tax biases are highest in the low info treatment and lowest in the high info treatment.

Because the tax amount and the net capital gain are displayed when an individual uses the “what-if”-calculator, the tax salience level is higher in the medium and high info treatments than in the low info treatment. Because the net capital gains are additionally presented next to the gross capital gains in the high info treatment, the salience of the after tax values is highest in this treatment. Rupert and Wright (1998), Sausgruber and Tyran (2005, 2011), Chetty et al. (2009), Finkelstein (2009), and Fochmann and Weimann (2013) show that the higher the salience of a tax is (e.g., the degree of tax visibility), the higher the tax perception becomes. Therefore, a salient tax will reduce tax perception biases. From this perspective, we should observe the lowest (highest) tax bias in the high (low) info treatment.

Because both effects influence the extent of the tax bias in the same direction, we can formulate the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 2:** The level of the tax perception bias, the Perception Effect (PE), decreases as the information level increases (i.e., $PE^{\text{low info}} > PE^{\text{medium info}} > PE^{\text{high info}}$).

Although we present the gross and net capital gains in the high info treatment, a tax perception bias can also occur in this treatment (i.e., $PE \neq 0$). For example, Xia and Monroe (2004) find that the partitioned pricing effect occurs even in a setting in which the partitioned price (base price and one or more mandatory surcharges—such as shipping and handling charges or taxes) and the all-inclusive price are presented simultaneously, which is very
similar to the situation in our high info treatment (in which both the gross and net capital gains are presented).

4 Sample and Experimental Protocol

The experiment was conducted at the computerized experimental laboratory of Leibniz University Hannover (LLEW) in August and September 2014. In total, 94 subjects (41 females and 53 males) participated and earned, on average, 23.05 Euros in approximately 100 minutes (approximately 13.83 Euros per hour). Participants were paid in cash immediately after the experiment. A show-up fee was not paid. Table 4 provides an overview of the main characteristics of our participants. The experimental software was programmed with z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and the participants were recruited with the software hroot (Bock et al., 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Descriptive statistics for individual characteristics</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>23.42</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>43.62%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>econ major</td>
<td>24.47%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>77.66%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no. of semesters studied</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>investment behavior</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>income (in Euro)</td>
<td>309.90</td>
<td>300.00</td>
<td>183.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focus on net payoffs</td>
<td>70.97%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tax knowledge</td>
<td>21.51%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tax declaration completed</td>
<td>29.03%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table provides an overview of the individual characteristics of the 94 participants of the experiment. “Economics major” (“bachelor’s degree”) denotes whether a subject studies economics or management (in a bachelor’s degree program). “Investment behavior” measures whether a subject regularly invests capital in investment assets, 1 = never, 2 = occasionally, 3 = regularly. “Income” is the monthly income after fixed cost. “Focus on net payoffs” denotes whether a subject stated that she focused rather on net payoffs in the decision situations. “Tax knowledge” shows whether a subject has tax knowledge (e.g., because of an apprenticeship or lectures on tax law), and “tax declaration completed” denotes whether a subject stated that she ever completed a tax declaration in the past.

Before the actual experiment was executed, we measured subjects’ willingness to take risk (paper-based). We used a modified version of the choice-table approach presented by Dohmen et al. (2010). Instructions were originally written in German.
lottery in 10 decision situations. Whereas the risk-free payment is identical in all situations (2 Euros), the lottery offers either -100% or +200% of the risk-free payment (0 or 4 Euros). The probability of the higher (lower) payoff increases (decreases) with the number of the decision situation (see table 5). As a consequence, the expected value of the lottery and therefore the willingness to choose the risky alternative increases as well. We use the total number of lottery choices (out of 10) as our measure for the willingness to take risk. In this regard, subject’s willingness to make risky investments is measured on an 11-point Likert scale, where 0 = not willing to take risk and 10 = highly willing to take risk.

With respect to our actual experiment, the sequence of the 20 decision situations was randomized for each participant to avoid order effects. Although we used a very simple setting with a simple tax rate and simple tax rules, we provided several mechanisms to make sure subjects understood the decision environment. First, we included a detailed numerical example for a positive and a negative gross capital gain in the written instructions. We differentiated between a decision situation in which no tax and in which a tax is applied. In the latter case, the instructions provided a detailed explanation of how to compute the net capital gain. Second, subjects had to solve two further numerical examples correctly to ensure comprehension. Only after all subjects passed this comprehension test, the experiment started. When the participants had completed the 20 decision situations, they were asked to rate two specific decision situations as well as a situation with and without taxation in general with respect to affective and cognitive perception (see section 3.1). A questionnaire was then presented to obtain further information about the participants.

After the entire experiment was completed, we first determined participants’ payoff from the experiment conducted to measure subjects’ willingness to take risk. To this end, each participant was asked to cast a ten-sided die (with 1, 2, ..., 10) to determine the relevant decision situation by chance. If the participant had chosen the risk-free payment in the relevant decision situation, her payoff was 2 Euros. Otherwise, the participant had to cast a ten-sided die (with 10, 20, ..., 100) once more. If the diced number was less than or equal to the probability for the higher payoff, she received 4 Euros. Otherwise, the participant received 0 Euros.

To avoid income effects and strategies to hedge the risk across all decision situations, only one out of the 20 decision situations determined the pay from the actual experiment. Each participant was asked to draw a number randomly from 1 to 20 to determine the payoff relevant decision situation. The participant then had to cast a six-sided die to determine the
relevant state of nature. Depending on the chosen quantity of the risky asset in the selected decision situation and the relevant state of nature, the participant’s payoff was calculated, converted to Euro, and paid out in cash.

**Table 5: Experiment to measure subjects’ individual willingness to take risk**

| 1. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 10% or 0 € with 90% |
| 2. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 20% or 0 € with 80% |
| 3. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 30% or 0 € with 70% |
| 4. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 40% or 0 € with 60% |
| 5. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 50% or 0 € with 50% |
| 6. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 60% or 0 € with 40% |
| 7. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 70% or 0 € with 30% |
| 8. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 80% or 0 € with 20% |
| 9. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 90% or 0 € with 10% |
| 10. | 2 € | o | o | 4 € with 100% or 0 € with 0% |

*Note:* This choice table was presented to the subjects in the paper-based experiment to measure subjects’ willingness to take risk. Originally, this table was written in German.

5 **Results**

5.1 **Willingness to Take Risk and Risk Taking Behavior**

For our statistical analyses, we use the share of endowment invested in the risky asset as our dependent variable. The residual endowment is retained by the investor in cash. Table 6 presents the mean, median, standard deviation (SD), and the number of observations of the dependent variable separated by treatments. Figure 1 displays the mean values. We observe that the share of endowment invested riskily is highest in the medium info treatment and lowest in the high info treatment (irrespective of whether a tax is applied). Therefore, at first glance, it appears that the information level influences risk-taking behavior in some way. However, these differences can be explained by the different risk attitudes of the participants in our between-subjects design treatments.

Table 7 shows the descriptive statistics for our willingness to take risk measure (see section 4). We find that participants assigned to the medium (high) info treatment exhibit a higher
willingness to take risk than participants assigned to the other two treatments. Furthermore, we observe (as expected) a highly significant and positive correlation between the revealed willingness to take risk and the share of endowment invested in the risky asset (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient across all treatments equals 0.439, p < 0.001). This finding implies that participants with a higher willingness to take risk invest a higher share of their endowment riskily in the actual experiment. As a consequence, the differences between the treatments regarding the share of endowment invested in the risky asset cannot be explained by different information levels but rather by the different risk attitudes of our subjects.

Considering the differing risk attitudes across the treatments, we must concede that our randomization has failed with respect to the willingness to take risk. However, our primary focus (to analyze tax perception biases) is not the difference in risky asset investment across the three information treatments but the difference in risky asset investment between the two tax treatments. In this case, regardless of the information level, the same participant decides on the risky asset investment in the decision situations with and without taxation (within-subjects design). Consequently, differing risk attitudes across the three between-subjects design treatments do not influence the analysis of the Perception Effect.

---

9 As a robustness check, participants’ risk attitude was additionally collected as part of our questionnaire. The survey question (obtained from the SOEP survey) asked participants to assess their general willingness to take risk using an 11-point scale, where 0 = not willing to take risk and 10 = highly willing to take risk. Here, no obscurities about completing the table or the procedure of the payout at the end of the experiment could occur (see Dohmen et al., 2010, p. 1255, for a detailed discussion). However, the self-assessment was not incentivized. We observe a mean value of 3.67, 4.66, and 3.54 in the low, medium, and high info treatments, respectively. Therefore, participants of the medium info treatment claim on average, to be more willing to take risk in general than the participants of both other treatments. The mean willingness to take risk is lowest among the subjects of the high info treatment. As a result, we observe the same pattern as with our (incentivized) willingness to take risk measure.

10 Because we only have one observation for each participant’s willingness to take risk but 20 observations for the share of endowment invested in the risky asset (20 decision situations), we calculated the mean share of endowment invested riskily across all 20 decision situations to avoid autocorrelation or a lack of random selection.
Table 6: Share of endowment invested in the risky asset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>treatment</th>
<th>statistic</th>
<th>no tax treatment</th>
<th>tax treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>47.49</td>
<td>53.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>median</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low info</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>29.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(# of subjects: 33)</td>
<td># of observations</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium info</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>53.15</td>
<td>55.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(# of subjects: 33)</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>34.79</td>
<td>33.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of observations</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high info</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>39.51</td>
<td>42.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(# of subjects: 28)</td>
<td>median</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>31.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of observations</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table presents the descriptive statistics for the share of endowment invested in the risky asset in all treatments.

Figure 1: Mean share of endowment invested in the risky asset (in percent)

Note: In this figure, the mean share of endowment invested in the risky asset is depicted for each treatment.
Table 7: Subjects’ willingness to take risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>statistic</th>
<th>low info treatment</th>
<th>medium info treatment</th>
<th>high info treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of observations</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table shows the descriptive statistics for our willingness to take risk measure for each between-subjects design treatment.

5.2 Perception Effect

Because the decision situations in the two tax treatments are identical in net terms, every difference in risky asset investment between these two treatments reveals a tax perception bias (see section 2.2.1). Evidence for the existence of such a bias is provided in figure 1, which shows that investment in the risky asset is always higher in the cases with a capital gains tax. To further analyze this behavior, we calculated the Perception Effect using equation (7). In particular, the Perception Effect is the difference in the amount invested riskily between the two tax treatments. Because the available endowment equals 100 lab-points, the Perception Effect can also be expressed in % of the endowment. Table 8 presents the mean values of the calculated Perception Effect. To control for outliers, we report the data for the full sample as well as for truncated and winsorized samples. Figure 2 illustrates the Perception Effect for the full sample. As expected, we find that the Perception Effect does exist and is positive in all three information treatments. However, the bias is distinctly higher in the treatment with low information (5.78%) than in the treatments with medium (2.71%) or high (2.67%) information.

To analyze whether the calculated Perception Effect is significantly different from zero, we utilize the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test (two-sided). Table 8 (upper part)

---

11 We calculated the difference in risky asset investment between a decision situation in the tax treatment and the corresponding decision situation in the no tax treatment. Because a subject is confronted with 10 decision situations per treatment, 10 values for the Perception Effect are calculated for each participant.

12 In the two latter cases, we truncated and winsorized the full sample at the 2% and 98% percentiles.

13 Because one subject makes a decision in the decision situations of both the tax and the no tax treatment (within-subjects design) and because we calculate the Perception Effect as the difference in risky asset investment between these treatments, we apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for one sample to analyze whether the calculated Perception Effect is statistically different from zero. Note that the Wilcoxon signed-
provides the resulting $p$-values. We observe that the Perception Effect is significant in all three treatments and in each sample. Therefore, we find support for our first hypothesis (i.e., the amount invested riskily is higher in the tax than in the no tax treatment). However, the magnitude of this bias depends on the information level. In the cases of low and medium information, the Perception Effect is significant at the 1%-level and 5%-level, respectively. In the case of high information, the Perception Effect is significant at the 10%-level only. From this point of view, it appears that the magnitude of the perception bias decreases with an increase in information level, supporting our second hypothesis (i.e., the higher the information level, the lower the Perception Effect). To further analyze this finding, we apply non-parametric Mann-Whitney U tests (two-sided) for independent samples and examine whether the Perception Effect differs statistically between two information treatments. The resulting $p$-values are summarized in table 8 (lower part). Independent of the sample, we observe significant differences (at least at the 10%-level) between the low and high info treatments as well as between the low and medium info treatment. In both comparisons, we observe that the perception bias is more pronounced in the low info treatment. However, between the medium and high info treatment, we find no significant differences.

As a consequence, we can draw the following conclusions: First, the investment decisions of the subjects are biased. In particular, subjects are willing to invest a higher share of their endowment riskily in the case of a capital gains tax (hypothesis 1 is supported). In the low info treatment, in particular, in which neither a “what-if”-calculator nor a pocket calculator is available to the subjects, we observe that the investment decisions are heavily biased. Second, the perception bias decreases with increasing information level, which supports hypothesis 2. Third, although a higher information level reduces the bias, we do not observe that the Perception Effect vanishes. Even at a high information level we find a significant Perception Effect (although only at the 10%-level). Fourth, we do not find differences between the medium and high info treatments. This finding indicates that providing subjects with a “what-if”-calculator and a pocket calculator reduces the perception bias. However, the additional presentation of the risky asset’s net capital gains has no further diminishing effect.

---

As a consequence, we can draw the following conclusions: First, the investment decisions of the subjects are biased. In particular, subjects are willing to invest a higher share of their endowment riskily in the case of a capital gains tax (hypothesis 1 is supported). In the low info treatment, in particular, in which neither a “what-if”-calculator nor a pocket calculator is available to the subjects, we observe that the investment decisions are heavily biased. Second, the perception bias decreases with increasing information level, which supports hypothesis 2. Third, although a higher information level reduces the bias, we do not observe that the Perception Effect vanishes. Even at a high information level we find a significant Perception Effect (although only at the 10%-level). Fourth, we do not find differences between the medium and high info treatments. This finding indicates that providing subjects with a “what-if”-calculator and a pocket calculator reduces the perception bias. However, the additional presentation of the risky asset’s net capital gains has no further diminishing effect.

---
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Table 8: Statistical analyses of the Perception Effect (measured in % of endowment)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>treatment</th>
<th>Perception Effect (full sample)</th>
<th>Perception Effect (truncated, 2%)</th>
<th>Perception Effect (winsorized, 2%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low info</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium info</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = 0.011</td>
<td>p = 0.007</td>
<td>p = 0.012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high info</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = 0.079</td>
<td>p = 0.061</td>
<td>p = 0.081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In this table, the mean Perception Effect is presented for each information treatment. The full sample includes all observations. To control for outliers, we truncated/winsorized the full sample at the 2% and 98% percentile. In the upper part, each p-value results from a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test for one sample (two-sided), which analyzes whether the Perception Effect is significantly different from zero. In the lower part, each p-value results from a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test for independent samples (two-sided), which analyzes whether the Perception Effect differs statistically between two information treatments.

Figure 2: Perception Effect (in % of endowment)

Note: This figure illustrates the mean Perception Effect for each cognitive load treatment (full sample).
Furthermore, as indicated in section 3.1, we find that individuals perceive the situation as more pleasant (valence), more exciting (arousal), and more secure (cognition) in cases with taxation than in cases without (whereas the effect is only significant in the latter). To examine the relationship between these tax-induced changes in affective and cognitive perception (i.e., $\Delta$valence, $\Delta$arousal, and $\Delta$cognition) and the Perception Effect (i.e., difference in risky investment between tax and no tax treatment), we utilize Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. The results are summarized in table 9. We consistently observe that the correlation between $\Delta$valence ($\Delta$arousal, $\Delta$cognition) and the Perception Effect is positive (negative). This finding can be interpreted as follows: The more pleasant, less exciting, or more secure a situation is perceived in the tax treatment compared to the no tax treatment, the higher the risky investment becomes in the tax treatment compared to the no tax treatment.

Table 9: Correlations between the Perception Effect (i.e., difference in risky investment between tax and no tax treatment) and the changes in cognitive and affective perception

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation between Perception Effect and…</th>
<th>$\Delta$ valence</th>
<th>$\Delta$ arousal</th>
<th>$\Delta$ cognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r = 0.203$</td>
<td>$r = -0.241$</td>
<td>$r = -0.264$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($p = 0.049$)</td>
<td>($p = 0.019$)</td>
<td>($p = 0.010$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In this table, the Spearman rank correlation coefficients between the Perception Effect and changes in cognitive and affective perception are presented. The Perception Effect is defined as the difference in risky investment between the tax and no tax treatment. With respect to cognitive and affective perception, the participants were asked how pleasant they perceive the situation (valence, 1 = extremely unpleasant, 9 = extremely pleasant), how excited they are to be in the situation (arousal, 1 = completely calm, 9 = extremely excited), and how secure they perceive the situation (cognition, 1 = extremely secure, 9 = extremely unsecure). $\Delta$ denotes the difference between the cases with and without taxation.

5.3 Use of Decision Heuristics

A variety of studies show that tax perception biases increase with increasing tax complexity or decreasing tax salience (see section 3.2). The most plausible explanation for these observations is that subjects increasingly tend to use a decision heuristic in these cases (see, for example, Greenleaf et al., 2015). Although we did not test this relationship explicitly, we are able to provide evidence that the use of decision heuristics can explain the observed tax

---

14 We only have one observation for $\Delta$ valence, $\Delta$ arousal, and $\Delta$ cognition per participant, but 10 observations for the Perception Effect. Therefore, we calculated the mean Perception Effect for each participant before calculating Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.

15 For this analysis, we pooled the data from our three information treatments.
bias differences between the information treatments. In particular, we find a negative relationship between the information level and the use of heuristics.

Because a lower information level implies that subjects have less information and therefore must spend more time to reach the same level of knowledge as the subjects in a treatment with a higher information level, a negative relationship between information level and time is generally expected. Surprisingly, the participants in the low info treatment, who spent 21.84 sec. on average, were fastest. In the medium info treatment, the mean time spent per decision situation was 31.82 sec., whereas participants in the high info treatment spent 39.23 sec. on average. The Mann-Whitney U tests (two-sided) show that in the case of a low information level, the participants spent significantly less time on a decision situation than in the case of a medium (p < 0.001) or high (p < 0.001) information level. The difference between the medium and high information treatments is statistically significant at the 5%-level (p = 0.020). Clearly, a lower information level does not induce the participants to dwell upon a decision situation to compensate for the missing information. In contrast, participants spend more time per decision situation if more sources of information are offered.¹⁶

One possible explanation for this unexpected finding is that our subjects differ systematically between the treatments, for example, with respect to tax problem comprehension, tax knowledge, or tax and investment experiences. We first examine the time spent to pass the comprehension test, in which subjects had to solve two numerical examples correctly. On average, participants needed 10.57, 8.14, and 10.85 min. to complete the comprehension test in the low, medium, and high info treatments, respectively.¹⁷ These results indicate no systematic differences, and we conclude that we have no evidence that the tax problem comprehension of our participants differs systematically between the treatments. Therefore, we are not able to explain the lower mean time spent per decision situation in, for example, the low compared to the medium info treatment with a higher level of comprehension. In contrast, the lower comprehension test time in the medium info treatment would lead us to expect less time spent per decision situation in this treatment compared to the low info treatment. However, exactly the opposite is observed.

¹⁶ This observation is supported by the number of “what-if”-calculations. In the case of a medium information level, the “what-if”-calculator is used on average 1.61 times per decision situation. If, in addition, the risky asset’s net returns are given (i.e., high info treatment), the mean utilization increases to 2.52. The Mann-Whitney U test (two-sided) shows that this difference between both treatments is significant at the 1%-level (p < 0.001).

¹⁷ Only the difference between the medium and high info treatments is statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U test, two-sided, p = 0.009).
As part of the questionnaire, participants were asked about their previous investment experience, tax knowledge (for example, due to apprenticeship or tax law lectures), and whether they completed a tax declaration in the past. Figure 3 summarizes the answers. In all treatments, approximately 50% of our subjects stated that they occasionally or regularly invest capital in investment assets. In the medium and high info treatments, approximately 25% and 21% of the participants indicated that they have tax knowledge and that they have completed a tax declaration. In the low info treatment, 39% of the participants had already completed a tax declaration. However, only 18% of the subjects indicated that they had tax knowledge. Overall, we do not find evidence that subjects differ systematically between the treatments. In particular, we do not observe that participants in the low info treatment, for example, have more investment experience or tax knowledge that could explain their faster decision making.

Consequently, we can conclude that the observed differences in time spent per decision situation cannot be attributed to different characteristics of participants in the treatments. Instead, it appears that subjects are generally less willing to pay attention to the decision problem in the case of a lower information level. It is reasonable that subjects apply a heuristic when the decision problem is too complicated or requires too much effort (e.g., brain activity). If subjects do not calculate net terms or refuse to think deeply about the decision problem, the time spent per decision situation will decrease. Therefore, it appears that the differences in time spent arise because the use of imprecise decision heuristics increases with a decreasing information level. As a consequence, the level of tax perception bias increases as well.
Figure 3: Participants with investment experience and tax knowledge

Note: This figure summarizes answers obtained from our ex post questionnaire. Each bar represents the share of subjects per treatment who stated to have investment experience (i.e., occasionally or regularly invest capital), tax knowledge (e.g., because of apprenticeship or tax law lectures), and completed a tax declaration in the past.

6 Summary and Implications

In this paper, we study intrinsic and extrinsic effects on behavioral tax biases and on decision behavior in risky investment decisions. Whereas extrinsic effects refer to the influence of tax information provided by the tax system to vary tax complexity and tax salience levels and is exogenously given (tax system dimension), intrinsic effects refer to the influence of emotional and cognitive reactions to tax regulations (individual dimension). We find that introducing a capital gains tax with a full loss offset provision influences affective and cognitive perception. Generally, we observe that subjects perceive the situation as more pleasant, more exciting, and more secure when a capital gains tax is levied. However, a statistically significant influence is only found with respect to cognition, which indicates that subjects have a significantly lower risk perception with taxation than they do without. One explanation for this finding might be that subjects overestimate the positive tax effect of the loss offset provision, which reduces capital losses. In line with the affect heuristic (Finucane et al., 2000) and the risk-as-feelings hypothesis (Loewenstein et al., 2001), we therefore expect that the amount invested riskily is higher in our tax than in our no tax treatment (hypothesis 1). To examine the influence of extrinsic effects on investment decisions, we vary the information provided to our subjects to determine the risky asset’s net capital gain. We argue that a higher
information level decreases the level of tax complexity and increases the level of tax salience. Consequently, we hypothesize that the revealed tax perception bias decreases in this case (hypothesis 2).

Our results are manifold. First, subjects are willing to invest a higher share of their endowment riskily if a capital gains tax is levied, supporting hypothesis 1. Because we constructed the payoff structure such that the subjects are confronted with exactly the same choices in net terms in situations with and without taxation, we argue that the reason for this effect is a tax perception bias. In the low info treatment in particular, in which neither a “what-if”-calculator nor a pocket calculator is available to the subjects, we observe that the investment decisions are heavily biased. Second, the perception bias decreases with an increase in the level of tax information provided to the subjects, supporting hypothesis 2. Both results indicate that politicians and researchers should be aware that governmental interventions could bias risk-taking behavior even more than standard neoclassical theory predicts. Because we observe the lowest tax perception bias in the case of a high level of tax information, one task of the government could be to boost individuals’ level of information to reduce investment biases. Furthermore, theoretical predictions can be improved if the identified perception biases are considered in investment models.

Third, although a higher information level reduces the bias, we do not observe that the tax perception bias vanishes. Even in the case of a high information level, we find a significant effect on investment decisions. Fourth, we do not find differences between the medium and high info treatments. Providing subjects with a “what-if”-calculator and a pocket calculator therefore diminishes the perception bias. However, the additional presentation of the risky asset’s net capital gains has no further diminishing effect. To minimize potential tax perception biases, we therefore argue that experimental researchers should ensure that participants can utilize a “what-if”-calculator and a pocket calculator for their investment decisions with taxes. Only if it is ensured that participants decide on their net payoffs is it possible to reliably validate theoretical results in experimental environments.

Fifth, we find that the more pleasant (valence), less exciting (arousal), or more secure (cognition) a situation is perceived in the tax treatment compared to the no tax treatment, the higher the risky investment becomes in the tax treatment compared to the no tax treatment. This finding indicates that emotional and cognitive reactions to tax regulations can influence economic decision behavior significantly. Sixth, we provide evidence that the use of decision heuristics can explain the observed tax bias differences between the information treatments. In
particular, we find a negative relationship between the information level and the use of heuristics. However, future work is needed to gain a better understanding of the applied decision heuristics.

Appendix

A1 Instructions (Originally Written in German)

A1.1 Instructions for All of the Three Treatments

In the second part of the experiment your payoff depends on your decisions and on chance. These instructions will explain you, how you are able to influence your payoff through your decisions. Therefore, read the following paragraphs carefully. When all participants have understood the instructions, the experiment will start. The experiment consists in total of 20 decision situations that are independent of each other.

For reasons of simplicity, during the experiment there are no calculations in Euro-amounts, but in lab-points. At that 1 lab-point exactly corresponds to 20 Euro-cents. That means 100 lab-points exactly correspond to 20 Euros.

1. Your task during the experiment

At the beginning of each decision situation you receive an initial endowment of 100 lab-points that you may invest in assets. The price for the purchase of an asset is always the same and amounts to 1 lab-point. Since your initial endowment amounts to 100 lab-points, you may buy up to 100 assets in each decision situation. Alternatively, you always have the opportunity to dispense with the purchase of assets and keep the non-invested capital.

Therefore, you are expected to determine how many assets you want to purchase in each decision situation. On this, simply select the number of assets. The remaining endowment, which is still available from your initial endowment, is not invested.

Example: If you decide, for example, to purchase 70 assets, you have spent 70 lab-points on this (= 70 \cdot 1 \text{ lab-point per asset}). So, non-invested capital of 30 lab-points remains (= 100 \text{ lab-points} – 70 \text{ lab-points}) that you can keep directly.

2. Gross return per asset

At the end of each decision situation the assets you have purchased will be sold automatically. In the following, the result from the purchase and the sale of the assets is determined by the so-called gross return. For each asset, the gross return is the difference between the sale price and the purchase price of 1 lab-point. A positive gross return results when the sale price is greater than the purchase price (so greater than 1). A negative gross return results when the
sale price is less than the purchase price (so less than 1). For reasons of simplicity, only the gross return is considered in the following.

The gross return of each asset depends on the occurring state of nature. A total of 6 states are possible. In 3 of 6 states of nature the gross return is positive (so greater than 0), in the other 3 of 6 states of nature the gross return is negative (so less than 0). All six states occur with the same probability of 1/6 (so 16.67%). Which state of nature is actually present, is not known to you prior to your decision.

The possible gross returns may vary from decision situation to decision situation and are shown to you before each of your decisions.

**Example:** Here an example for the possible gross returns per asset in the 6 states of nature:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state 1</th>
<th>state 2</th>
<th>state 3</th>
<th>state 4</th>
<th>state 5</th>
<th>state 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Net return per asset**

In 10 of 20 decision situations, a tax is levied. In the remaining 10 of 20 decision situations, no tax is levied. In each decision situation you will be informed before your decision whether a tax is levied.

3.1 **Tax is levied**

If a tax is levied, the tax is always 50% of the gross return per asset. Then, the net return per asset results as follows:

\[
gross \text{ return per asset} - tax = net \text{ return per asset}
\]

**Example:** The following example assumes that you have purchased 70 assets. It is further assumed that the actual gross return is 0.60 lab-points (state 2 in the table above) or -0.20 lab-points (state 5 in the table above). In a decision situation in which a tax is levied, the net return per asset results as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state 2</th>
<th>state 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gross return per asset</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tax (&lt;50% of the gross return)</td>
<td>0.60 \cdot 0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net return per asset</td>
<td>0.60 - 0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state 2</th>
<th>state 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>net return per asset</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The tax applies both in the case of a positive and in the case of a negative gross return. However, the effect of the tax is different in both cases: With a positive gross return, you have to pay a tax. Therefore, in this case, the net return is less than the gross return. With a negative gross return, you get a tax refund. Therefore, in this case, the net return is greater than the gross return, i.e. losses are reduced by the tax refund.

### 3.2 No tax is levied

If no tax is levied, the gross return and the net return per asset are identical:

\[
gross\ \text{return\ per\ asset} = net\ \text{return\ per\ asset}
\]

**Example:** Based on the previous example, in a decision situation in which no tax is levied, the net return per asset results as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>state 2</th>
<th>state 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gross return per asset</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- tax (= 50% of the gross return)</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= net return per asset</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Payoff

Your payoff in a decision situation is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{number\ of\ assets} \cdot \text{net\ return\ per\ asset} + \text{invested\ capital} + \text{non-invested\ capital} = \text{payoff}
\]

**Example (tax is levied):** Based on the previous example, in a decision situation in which a tax is levied your payoff is calculated as follows:
Example (no tax is levied): Based on the previous example, in a decision situation in which no tax is levied your payoff is calculated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>state 2</th>
<th>state 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>net return per asset</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of assets</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of assets \cdot net return per asset</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invested capital</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-invested capital</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculation of the payoff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of assets \cdot net return per asset</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ invested capital</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ non-invested capital</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= payoff</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note: With a positive net return your initial endowment of 100 lab-points increases. A negative gross return, however, leads to a reduction of your initial endowment.
means that at the end of the experiment one decision situation is chosen randomly, which then determines your payoff from the experiment.

In order to determine which state of nature is present in this decision situation, you will be asked to cast a six-sided die once. The number which you will cast determines which state of nature from 1 to 6 is present. Depending on the number of assets you have bought in this decision situation, the payoff from the experiment results. The payoff from this decision situation converted into Euro will be paid to you in cash after the experiment.

After you have read these instructions, we will ask you to answer some questions on your computer. Answering these questions is merely for checking the understanding and is not relevant for the payoff. Subsequently, the experiment starts. Please note that the computer program we use does not separate decimal places with a comma, but with a point.

A1.3 Specific Instructions for the Medium Info Treatment

5. General Information

In each decision situation the possible gross returns for each state of nature are shown to you. In addition, you have in each decision situation the possibility to practice calculations on your computer (bottom half). Beyond that, you can use the pocket calculator which is at your workplace for own calculations.

After you have made decisions in all 20 situations, you will be asked to draw a slip of paper from a container in which 20 numbered slips of paper (from 1 to 20) are located. The number on the slip of paper you draw determines the decision situation that will be paid out. This means that at the end of the experiment one decision situation is chosen randomly, which then determines your payoff from the experiment.

In order to determine which state of nature is present in this decision situation, you will be asked to cast a six-sided die once. The number which you will cast determines which state of nature from 1 to 6 is present. Depending on the number of assets you have bought in this decision situation, the payoff from the experiment results. The payoff from this decision situation converted into Euro will be paid to you in cash after the experiment.

After you have read these instructions, we will ask you to answer some questions on your computer. Answering these questions is merely for checking the understanding and is not relevant for the payoff. Subsequently, the experiment starts. Please note that the computer program we use does not separate decimal places with a comma, but with a point.
A1.4 Specific Instructions for the High Info Treatment

5. General Information

In each decision situation both the possible gross returns and the possible net returns for each state of nature are shown to you. In addition, you have in each decision situation the possibility to practice calculations on your computer (bottom half). Beyond that, you can use the pocket calculator which is at your workplace for own calculations.

After you have made decisions in all 20 situations, you will be asked to draw a slip of paper from a container in which 20 numbered slips of paper (from 1 to 20) are located. The number on the slip of paper you draw determines the decision situation that will be paid out. This means that at the end of the experiment one decision situation is chosen randomly, which then determines your payoff from the experiment.

In order to determine which state of nature is present in this decision situation, you will be asked to cast a six-sided die once. The number which you will cast determines which state of nature from 1 to 6 is present. Depending on the number of assets you have bought in this decision situation, the payoff from the experiment results. The payoff from this decision situation converted into Euro will be paid to you in cash after the experiment.

After you have read these instructions, we will ask you to answer some questions on your computer. Answering these questions is merely for checking the understanding and is not relevant for the payoff. Subsequently, the experiment starts. Please note that the computer program we use does not separate decimal places with a comma, but with a point.
### A2 Gross and Net Capital Gains

Table A1 depicts the (potential) gross and net capital gains of the risky asset in each decision situation and for each tax treatment.

**Table A1: Gross and net capital gains**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>decision situation</th>
<th>gross capital gains of the risky asset</th>
<th>net capital gains of the risky asset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1  2  3  4  5  6</td>
<td>1  2  3  4  5  6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no tax treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.62 0.54 0.46 -0.32 -0.40 -0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.56 0.48 0.40 -0.28 -0.36 -0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.50 0.42 0.34 -0.24 -0.32 -0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.44 0.36 0.28 -0.20 -0.28 -0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.38 0.30 0.22 -0.16 -0.24 -0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.31 0.27 0.23 -0.16 -0.20 -0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.28 0.24 0.20 -0.14 -0.18 -0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.25 0.21 0.17 -0.12 -0.16 -0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.22 0.18 0.14 -0.10 -0.14 -0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>--- --- --- --- --- ---</td>
<td>0.19 0.15 0.11 -0.08 -0.12 -0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tax treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.24 1.08 0.92 -0.64 -0.80 -0.96</td>
<td>0.62 0.54 0.46 -0.32 -0.40 -0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.12 0.96 0.80 -0.56 -0.72 -0.88</td>
<td>0.56 0.48 0.40 -0.28 -0.36 -0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.00 0.84 0.68 -0.48 -0.64 -0.80</td>
<td>0.50 0.42 0.34 -0.24 -0.32 -0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.88 0.72 0.56 -0.40 -0.56 -0.72</td>
<td>0.44 0.36 0.28 -0.20 -0.28 -0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.76 0.60 0.44 -0.32 -0.48 -0.64</td>
<td>0.38 0.30 0.22 -0.16 -0.24 -0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.62 0.54 0.46 -0.32 -0.40 -0.48</td>
<td>0.31 0.27 0.23 -0.16 -0.20 -0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.56 0.48 0.40 -0.28 -0.36 -0.44</td>
<td>0.28 0.24 0.20 -0.14 -0.18 -0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.50 0.42 0.34 -0.24 -0.32 -0.40</td>
<td>0.25 0.21 0.17 -0.12 -0.16 -0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.44 0.36 0.28 -0.20 -0.28 -0.36</td>
<td>0.22 0.18 0.14 -0.10 -0.14 -0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.38 0.30 0.22 -0.16 -0.24 -0.32</td>
<td>0.19 0.15 0.11 -0.08 -0.12 -0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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